College Players in State Drama Competition

March 1 offered one of the students of the C.V.C. college a chance to make his debut at a one-act play entitled "The Shape", as part of the nine-college competition. Elizabeth Starnes was production manager, and Bruce Brown was the Programm Chairman. The delegation was headed by President Jack Jones, with Dr. Irene Miller and Frank Evans, faculty members, accompanying the group.

The Shape, a James W. Arnold play, included in the C.V.C. cast were Jack Starnes, Yates, Swanson Xenoy, Don Joyce, Marshall Villarap, Jim Hatcher, and Johnny Burgemeister. This play was selected by the theatre group in the Festival before the presentation of both "The Shape", and "Happy Journey", at Wise High School.

Each of the nine colleges competed in either a one-act or a scene competition, with the number of scenes from some production of their own choosing.

The group arrived in Richmond on Monday evening and the following day, spent the evening as they desired. They attended the Festival on Tuesday and then a play at the college on Wednesday. This play, after which they again returned to the Festival to view the rest of the performances before the presentations, the group departed for the banquet which preceded the return trip home. This trip began the return journey home shortly after midnight and the following morning. The entire group received a hero's welcome at home after a week of fun and activity, and all were fortunate in having no serious accidents, only a flat tire or two.

Though no awards were issued for the "Best Director" or "Best Actor" of the Festival, the Highland Play was selected by the judges as the "Most Original" play. Accordingly, the group had a chance to see the words "C.V.C. Drama" in lights, and the students were given the opportunity to be "in the spotlight".

The five C.V.C. students will continue to work on "Happy Journey" and the monthly play will be "Another Man's Poison." The Highland Play was performed the morning of March 20.

Dr. Russell was the Director, while Jack Jones was in charge of advertising and financing, and Mrs. Starnes did the designing and layout, and was responsible for the class pages. Elizabeth Stallard was the Deputy Director and Miss Kyle, the Art Student's Exhibit chairperson.

The students of the art classes should be congratulated and the teacher should be congratulated. Miss Kegler is a lot of work and the students should do it and be glad!

New Students at C.V.C. This Semester

This semester, we have a large number of new students who have joined our ranks. They are eagerly waiting for the book to arrive. The book is a lot of work, and there is a feeling of accomplishment in seeing a book come to life. We have experience in design and layout, typography, and writing. We are many faithful members special mention should be made to those who burned the last minute. We are also looking forward to the book, the last book of the year. We did a magnificent job of writing and printing, and we are extremely happy that this book will be out before the holidays.

The book will be out before the holidays, and we are already looking forward to the next. We are working on the book now, and we are hoping that it will be out by the holidays. We are looking forward to seeing the book, and we are eager to see the book. We are working hard to make sure that the book is out by the holidays, and we are looking forward to seeing it.
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